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pindar’s poetry, patrons, and festivals from archaic greece to the roman empire edited by
simonhornblowerand catherinemorgan 1. 3 great clarendon street, oxford ox26dp oxford university press is a
department of the university of oxford. pindars poetry, patrons, and festivals: from archaic ... - greece
to the roman empire. to the literature of ancient greece, since some sixty poems by pindar and€ pindars
poetry, patrons, and festivals:from archaic greece to the. in s. hornblower, and c. morgan, eds., pindars poetry,
patrons, and festivals: from archaic greece to the roman empire, oxford, 214–63. morris, i. 1986. 22 feb 2007.
fathers in absentia in pindar’s epinician poetry - pindar’s epinician poetry ... pindar's poetry, patrons,
and festivals: from archaic greece to the roman empire (oxford 2007) 213–263, at 227. see also j. fenno,
“setting aright the house of themistius in pindar’s nemean 5 and isthmian 6,” hermes 133 (2005) 294–311, at
294 nn.1–2, who gives some pindar fr. 75 sm and the politics of athenian space - many of the essays in
s. hornblower and c. morgan (eds.), pindar’s poetry, patrons and festivals (oxford 2007), l. athanassaki and e.
bowie (eds.), archaic and classical choral song: performance, politics and dissemination (berlin pindar.
olympian 7: rhodes, athens, and the diagorids - which pindar presented olympian 7 to diagoras: the ‘egofigure’ who speaks here could equally well be choric – and/or katevban could embody the conventional
metaphor whereby ‘travelling’ stands for ‘writing poetry’12. in any case pindar must have had many
opportunities to meet diagoras and his family, including co- c. morgan cv- 1 catherine morgan:
publications (excluding ... - pindar's poetry, patrons and festivals: from archaic greece to the roman empire
(eds c. morgan & s. hornblower). oxford: oxford university press, 1-43. 2007 ‘debating patronage: the cases of
argos and corinth’. in . pindar's poetry, patrons and prof. dr. lorenz rumpf literatur zum hauptseminar
‚pindar ... - – pindar, nemean six: a commentary, hsph 99 (1999), 33-91 – a commentary on pindar olympian
nine, stuttgart 2002 gildersleeve, b.l., pindar. the olympian and pythian odes with an introductory pindar’s
sympotic songs for the emmenidai and their ... - pindar’s sympotic songs for the emmenidai and their
akragantine audience this paper reassesses the performance scenarios of pindar’s odes for his emmenid
patrons to challenge the longstanding consensus regarding the public nature of epinician poetry (currie 2004;
carey 2007). in examining the performative discourse inscribed in pythian 6 and wealth, virtue and
happiness from homer view online to ... - pindar's poetry, patrons, and festivals: from archaic greece to
the roman empire - simon hornblower, catherine morgan, 2007 book pindar (18 items) studia pindarica - elroy
l. bundy, 1987 book the odes of pindar - geoffrey seymour conway (trans.), pindar, 1972 book pindar and the
cult of heroes - bruno currie, 2005 book professor simon hornblower fba - all souls college oxford college as a senior research fellow), pindar's poetry, patrons, and festivals: from archaic greece to the roman
empire (oup). this was a collection of papers by experts on historical, literary, archaeological and
anthropological aspects of pindar and his world. since 1979 i have the cambridge companion to greek
lyric - assets - the cambridge companion to greek lyric greek lyric poetry encompassed a wide range of types
of poem, from elegy to iambos and dithyramb to epinikion. it particularly flourished in the archaic and classical
periods, and some of its practitioners, such as sappho and pindar, had significant cultural influence in
subsequent centuries down to the ... iambic ideas: essays on a poetic tradition from archaic ... - epub
formats. we will be happy if you go back to us again and again. david fearn, review of pindar's poetry, patrons,
iambic ideas. essays on a poetic tradition from archaic greece to the late roman empire . and a bibliography
on posidippus - harvard university - martine cuypers, a bibliography on posidippus impact case study
(ref3b) institution: university college ... - [g] simon hornblower (with c. morgan), ed. pindar’s poetry:
patrons, and festivals, oxford 2007. available on request. the books and essays listed above underwent
rigorous peer review before publication. 4. details of the impact (indicative maximum 750 words) the
chronology of athletic nudity among the greeks ... - smith, r.r.r., 2007. ^pindar, athletes and the early
greek statue habit ^ pp. 83 – 139 in pindars poetry, patrons and festival ed. s. hornblower and c. morgan
oxford and new york, oxford university press. w. robert connor wrconnor1@gmai da restituire firmato
unitamente alle bozze corrette - blower - c. morgan (eds), pindar’s poetry, patrons, and festivals, oxford
2007. 5 the parameter of the celebrating community for the epinician performance is em-phasized by a. p.
burnett, pindar. electronic troubleshooting, 2003, 386 pages, daniel tomal ... - pindar's poetry, patrons,
and festivals from archaic greece to the roman empire, simon hornblower, catherine morgan, feb 22, 2007,
literary criticism, 473 pages. a collection of essays, by a stellar team of authors, about the praise (`epinikian')
poetry of the classical poets pindar and bacchylides. family, community and divinity in pindar’s victory
odes - examining a selection of pindar’s victory odes written for patrons from these communities, i will explore
how the performances accommodated the needs of very different patrons and audiences, and what they
reveal about the social significance of the epinicia, both as specific performances and as a genre. sponsoring
the arts: melic perspectives - stake. this is why both the poetry and the traditions about simonides, pindar
and bacchylides privilege the divine favour that poets, artists and patrons alike either obtained or were hoping
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to obtain by offering masterpieces to the gods. i begin with simonides, who in antiquity became notorious for
his avarice. although cl2sp: ancient sport - talis - pindar (4 items) pindar - anne pippin burnett, 2008 book
pindar's poetry, patrons, and festivals: from archaic greece to the roman empire - simon hornblower, catherine
morgan, 2007 book the traffic in praise: pindar and the poetics of social economy - leslie kurke, 1991 book |
also available online - see below. r.r.r. smith: publications books - classics.ox - 'pindar, athletes, and the
early greek statue habit', in s. hornblower, c. morgan (eds), pindar's poetry, patrons, and festivals: from
archaic greece to the roman empire (oxford university press, 2007), 83-139. 82. 'statue life in the hadrianic
baths at aphrodisias, ad 100-600: local context and historical meaning', in ancient greece travelumni.ucla - poetry of pindar (5th c. b.c.) and the way poetics and mythology merge to create positive
image of monarchy for pindar’s royal patrons. morgan is currently beginning a new project on how the
historian thucydides and the philosopher plato use historiography to advance particular and competing views
of the world. kleos and poetry in simonides fr. 11 w and theocritus ... - kleos and poetry in simonides fr.
11 w2 and theocritus, idyll 16 in recent scholarly work on theocritus’ id.16 the poem has been viewed as a
statement of poetics that involves patronage rather than as a lament on the state of contemporary poetry, an
idiosyn-cratic encomium to hiero ii or an advertisement to reluctant prospective patrons1. the ... bibliografia
edizioni di riferimento: edizioni con ... - 338; s. hornblower-catherine a. morgan (edd.), pindar’s poetry,
patrons, and festivals. from archaic from archaic greece to the roman empire , oxford-new york 2007; a.d.
morrison, performances and audiences in 2011.06.03 wells on mcdevitt, bacchylides web - morgan’s
pindar’s poetry, patrons and festivals (oxford, 2007), mcdevitt’s treat-ment of context and poetics betrays no
familiarity with ideas in that volume. since the commentary is underinformed by current scholarship on archaic
greek poetics, despite its quantitatively above-and-beyond-the-call-of-duty sicilian tyrants and their - jstor
- a very limited way, the pattern of praise observed in pindar. 10 i confine my discussion to sicilian victors, but
note that pindar does not name the brothers of his patron, thorax, in p. 10. in this poem for hippokleas of
pelinna, victor at delphi in the boys’ diaulos in 498 bce, pindar mentions his patrons promi- hubbard on
burnett - the classical journal - poetry, including important books by christian mann, simon horn-blower,
jan stenger, bruno currie and nigel nicholson.1 but anne burnett (b.) is the first to focus a study on pindar’s
relationship to patrons from a single locality, in this case the island for which he wrote more epinician
commissions than for any other state. ethics of pleasure how to live forever: the pleasure of ... - notes
in “poets and their patrons,” “poets were the only professionals who could provide publicity. they were willing
to do so, for a proper payment, and did not beat about the bush: no archaic poet has been more proud than
pindar” (52). thus, even pindar, who immortalized hieron in olympian 1 books funded by the lee
foundation 2006-2007 - hornblower, s. pindar's poetry, patrons, and festivals: from archaic greece to the
roman empire 74. hunter, r.l. the shadow of callimachus: studies in the reception of hellenistic poetry at rome
75. laird, a. oxford readings in ancient literary criticism ... books funded by the lee foundation and received
2006-2007 . ... republic, plato’s 7th letter and the concept of Δωριστὶ ζῆν - 44 e-logos – electronic
journal for philosophy volume 25 | number 01 | 2018 1 introduction or syracuse as a φλεγμαίνουσα πόλις if we
accept the 7th letter as authentic and reliable2, a matter that we will not be addressing in this paper, the text
that we have in front of us is “an extraordinary autobiographic document”3, an autobiography where the “i” as
a subject ... hugh henry brackenridge - poems - patrons and sons of this illustrious hall. ... or that which
pindar on th' elean plain, sang with immortal skill and voice divine, ... the world's poetry archive 6. fell suicide,
as if 'twere fortitude and higher merit to recede from life, shunning the ills of poverty, or pain, tile epinician
speaker as preceptor: pindar's pythian2.72-96 - pindar. in verse 52, however, the narrator reaffirms his
role as commemorator by reiterati.dg his social obligation (xpeo~) to praise the victor. the evil-speaker is the
negative counterpart of the commemorator, and prefigures archilochus' invective poetry (vv .54-55).
olympian 12 and the politics of athletic victory stasis ... - olympian 12 and the politics of athletic victory
stasis, expulsion, and resettlement loom large in pindar’s olympian 12. in this paper, inspired by walter
benjamin’s charge to “brush history against the grain” (257), i contribute an carla m. antonaccio
address%% telephone%% fax%% % education% - antonaccio! last!updatedseptember!2015!,!!!(! pink
triangle - williamapercy - o pindar the express purpose of these odes, classi- fied by the festivals they
celebrate, was praise both of the victor and of the noble who paid for the composition and perform- ance of
these lavish choral works. pindarts patrons included the wealthy families and military aristocrats throughout
greece and sicily, notably venice to barcelona - alumni travel - finished a book on the praise poetry of
pindar (5th c. b.c.) and the way poetics and mythology merge to create a positive image of monarchy for
pindar’s royal patrons. morgan is currently beginning a new project on how the historian thucydides and the
philosopher plato use historiography to advance particular and competing views of the world. teires~4.nb job
1 - mcgill university - 071.2.06 s. hornblower & c. morgan, edd., pindar’s poetry, patrons, and festivals from
archaic greece to the roman empire (oxford 2007) xv & 473pp. [isbn 978 0 19 929672 9]. 071.2.07 c. mcnelis,
statius’ thebaid and the poetics of civil war (cambridge 2007) x & 203pp. [isbn 13 978 0 521 86741 2/10 0 521
8674 4].
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